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EDITOR’S NOTE

My dear reader how are you?
My dear countrymen, wishing you health,
happiness first as a member of superior
identity called Pakistani, and then as an
individual.

•

Bakhtiar

The political turmoil in Pakistan continues. And the
complexities are on the rise day by day. Two of the most
important national institutions are in the forefront; for
being in dive nose-down. One is judiciary and alongwith
organisations like NAB and ECP. Two, military; for its
civil-military relationship; to put it most softly. Isn’t
it a pity that ex-PM makes the mockery day in and day
out; thru the phrase ‘Neutrals’! The rot started from
the deterioration of the most significant Institution and
Organisation, called the National Assembly (NA). What
else can be more important in a parliamentary democracy
than the NA and the cabinet. It has been dysfunctional
and redundant since long. Leader of the House started its
undermining by refusing to shake hand with the Leader of
the Opposition since he took over in Aug 2018. That was
the beginning of the end of an effective and delivering
NA. Last nail in the fragile coffin of NA was driven by the
sitting PM thru bullying and defeating the constitutional
process of the Vote of No Confidence.
The rot of NA was soon to spread and induce the ailment in
Punjab Assembly. It hardly matters whether Punjab is 110
Mn. It is a province out of five, with the same status and
role, and responsibility towards the state. However, the rot
is on the spread there too. How could Assembly session be
conducted in hotels, the stories, of parliamentarians being
held hostages and bought were very hurting and injurious
for our national harmony and faith in lawful conduct by
the law-makers. Economy kept sliding down over the last
four years. Delaying VNC for good about 11 hrs against
the instruction of SC and the way Ch Shujjat and his ;
‘letter’ on the day of voting in PA; were something to …..
name; was it tragedy of democracy or, we the unfortunate,
unlucky naive! The disappointment has been rising over
the last three or four months. Dearness have hit its peak in
sharp rise in last three to four months. Man on the street
is badly hit. And as it should have, it has resulted in the
rise of crime; and the crimes of all natures and types.
Social media has become a notorious player. Everyone
in the nation is being affected by the negative, unchecked
rumours, conspiracies and despondency. People of all ages
and level of sanity, find it their social duty to multiply,
abuse and curse, against whom they feel he/she is the
wrongdoer. All above can be summarized into:
•

•

•

•

our general social life and more so in the political life.
Highly bloated egos and loyalties for an individual,
person or a group (pol parties) and above all for
grinding one’s axe. And why MUST this country
has126 political parties registered with ECP; but for
mitigating and damaging the benefits of democracy?
Reaction to every misdeed, violation of law,
trespassing of honorable set of good conduct at
personal or collective level resulted in yet a worst
crime. Tit for Tat was the rule in the 21st Century,
with the literacy rate having risen to 60% (for age 10
years and above) from 8% at independence. Thus foul
play and corruption rose.
Worst examples of nepotism and favoritism were
reported and observed. And reaction by the opponents
and rivals was yet a worst degree of injustice in the
business of government. Consequences of every
change of chief executive in the province and center
was bulk transfer of police and civil administration.
Who would run the Country lawfully!
Summarising all above, it was crises of identity.
Who were we???? Ah, muslims and Pakistanis!

The world was hit by two nukes, the virgin nuclear attack,
by the USA on the two cities of Japan. US killed 240,000
unarmed, non-combatant civilians outside the battle
zones, in these two days. None of the Pakistanis are free
to condemn or discuss these. How to avoid and make the
world a more peaceful place in the future, is a far-fetched
probability. Study the articles by Lt Gen Asad Durrani,
and of Lt Gen Raza M Khan. They are measuring the past
system and how did we put the theories, otherwise rosy;
in to practice. AVM Shazad Ch is asking, ‘Let there be
Cricket’. He is in search of gentlemen’s game. Study two
Urdu articles, one by Dr. Samiullah Malik and one by
Brig Asif Haroon. Dr. Samiullah is discussing VNC. The
latest seed of the rot at NA. Allies left PTI, thus losing
the simple majority. Pakistanis legislatures could have
handled, they had the potentials to do but….they were
devoid of superior identity, its meanings, characteristics
and, implications.
There is a lot more to read, study, learn and enjoy.
Let us be putting in our last run, dropping in last bit of
strength and energy to take our flagship out of the mud
and slush. Out to safety and may it be floating again on
the surface; sooner than later. Please do not spread every
sensational and damging piece of info/video received.
Do not be party to the enemies of
Pakistan.

Absence of, or lack of rule and its role in administering
3

FROM THE DESK OF CHAIRMAN
The regime change in Pakistan in
April 2022 instead of bringing stability
and relief to the people has further
vitiated the atmosphere. In the last
three months, political polarization and
intolerance and hatred have intensified, Brig Asif Haroon Raja (R)
passions of the people backing different
parties are hitting the roof, incidents of crimes, rapes,
and lawlessness and terrorism have increased. These
negative trends have given rise to political instability,
uncertainty and economic meltdown, all of which are
severely hitting the common people.
The Corona Pandemic followed by another variant
Omicron coupled with the US-China trade war and
competitive race for economic ascendency deeply
impacted the global economy the consequences of which
were borne by the developed and the developing world.
It caused high inflation, price hike, unemployment, and
poverty and health issues.
Hardly had this monster been restrained, when another
monster in the form of war in Ukraine cropped up in
Feb 2022, which further worsened the world economy
and has caused economic recession, substantial rise in
oil and gas prices. Disruption of global supply chains
have surged up inflation and prices and also created food
shortages.
Increase in interest rates by the US to control inflation
has appreciated the value of the dollar and depreciated
the value of other currencies except for the Russian
ruble. 51 countries including Pakistan are in the danger
zone of default.
Devaluation of Pak rupee, rise of import bill and noncooperation of the IMF together with uncertainty have
brought Pakistan’s economy to the verge of default. The
previous regime had given an undertaking to the IMF
that it will not interfere in the rise and fall of Rupee value
in the market and the current government is sticking to
this policy.
While the incumbent government is taking credit for
saving the country from Sri Lanka like situation, which
has defaulted, the economy is still in the woods since the
IMF and friendly countries have so far not released muchneeded loans to help in stabilizing macroeconomics and
foreign exchange reserves and to pay debt servicing.
Punjab remained in the grip of turmoil due to Hamza
4
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Shehbaz-Pervez Elahi political struggle from mid-April.
The 25 disqualified MPAs of PTI created the vacuum
for which by-elections took place on July 17. The PTI
won 15 of the 20 seats thereby swinging the pendulum
in favor of the PTI - PML-Q combine.
After the voting on July 22 in which Hamza lost, the
Deputy Speaker Mazari turned the tables by rejecting
the ten votes of PML-Q MPAs after waving the letter of
party head Shujaat Hussain who had directed his party
members not to cast votes in favor of the PTI backed
regime. Zardari was behind the game.
While Hamza took oath from the governor, the threemember Supreme Court (SC) Bench headed by Chief
Justice Bandial in response to the petition of Elahi,
announced the verdict on 26 July, rejecting the decision
of Mazari, and announced Elahi as the new CM. It raised
a political and judicial storm, which has still not died
down.
Loss of Punjab has inflicted a big blow to the ruling
government whose writ is now confined to Islamabad
only. The biggest loser is PML-N since Shehbaz Sharif
(SS) had reluctantly accepted the responsibility hoping
that he will remain in power till next September and
show progress. He had made plans to weaken the PTI by
expediting the decisions of the courts against its Punjab
based leaders and associates and framing more cases.
The ruling regime is waiting with bated breath for the
decision of the ECP on foreign funding case.
Victory of the PTI in Punjab has made the party very
strong since it has its governments in KP, Punjab, AJK
and GB. It would become much easier for Imran Khan
(IK) to maximize pressure upon the beleaguered regime
to resign and hold early elections.
Under the prevailing conditions in which IK has
become the most popular leader, and the ruling parties
are unpopular, elections in Oct 2022 would be wholly
beneficial for the PTI and detrimental for the PML-N.
The PML-N has nurtured a grudge that it was given a
raw deal. The whole party is convinced that their leader
Nawaz Sharif (NS) was politically victimized and
wrongly disqualified and convicted by the prejudiced
judiciary under CJ Saqib Nisar and backed by the
military establishment so as to pave the way for IK to
rule the country.
In their assessment, it was a bad decision since NS had
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achieved many milestones in his four-year tenure, and
had the bottlenecks not been created, much more could
be achieved. They opine that had the PML-N been given
another term which it deserved, CPEC would have
matured and become profitable, and the economy taken
off. They say that by the time the Establishment realized
its mistake, it was too late and the economy had begun
to irreversibly nosedive.
The PTI has its own version asserting that the economy
had begun to improve in 2022 with the GDP lifted from
0% to near 6%, economic indicators were in positive
and several welfare schemes had been launched.
The PTI and its fans both inside and outside the country
dub the PDM as a cabal of thieves and looters, and
denounced their takeover. However, there were many
who were optimistic that SS being adept in governance
and administrative skills would be able to turn the tide.
Miftah Ismail also exuded confidence. Their optimism
soon turned into despair when the reverse happened since
the international environment has become unfriendly.
The economic situation is going from bad to worse and
a stage has reached when the government has decided
to sell profitable public sector enterprises at cheap
prices to the private sector in order to save the economy
from bankruptcy. The bigwigs whose profit margin
has reduced due to additional taxes are instrumental in
spreading gloom and creating uncertainty. They are the
culprits withdrawing their investments from the stock
exchange and dollars from banks due to which the
Rupee is in a free fall.
Repeatedly bitten by the same bench of the SC, the
government has decided to carry out long-awaited
judicial reforms in order to stop transgression and
encroachment of the apex court upon the powers of the
parliament and deliver selective judgements. It wants
to restore the supremacy of the Legislature and the
Executive, and to cut to size judicial activism and to
complete the unfinished agenda of the 18th Amendment.
The Parliamentary Committee has been constituted and
very soon new laws would be enacted with the same
speed as was done to defang the NAB. The hawkish
rulers are talking of the governor rule in Punjab.
Having achieved strategic superiority of orientation, IK
is riding on a high horse and is not ready to talk to the
rulers. He is insisting for early and fair and free elections
without electoral reforms and is demanding immediate

replacement of the CEC Raja Sikandar, whom he labels
as biased. He will maintain his aggressive posture in
disregard to the plight of the economy.
The military establishment having been put on the back
foot is likely to continue with its policy of neutrality in
politics, although it hinted at soft intervention to find a
way out of the political logjam.
For the PML-N, the return of NS has become a must since
without his presence it cannot win elections. It wants a
level playing field and wants the EC, the judiciary and
the establishment to act fairly while remaining within
their respective orbits.
The issue of the next army chief is bothering both the
political rivals. None are happy with Gen Bajwa. The
PML-N hold him responsible for their misfortunes and
the PTI suspect him of being part of the regime change
conspiracy. IK lamented his neutrality and blamed him
for the fall of his regime.
The silver linings are that Pakistan is not defaulting, it
will soon be out of the grey list of the FATF, the IMF
and other creditors are now inclined to extend loans, the
US and the EU are no more inimical, chances of revival
of CPEC have brightened,
the TTP is likely to give up
militancy, animosity against
the army has lessened, there is
greater awareness for reforms,
and road to free and fair
elections is being smoothened.
I pray for better tomorrow.

Secy Gen TFP
presenting
the book, ‘
Witness to
Surrender
1971’ by Brig
Karar Ali
Agha to Dr.
Waqar Masood
Khan
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THE PAST COMES BACK TO
HOUND
Over the years, you must have heard
plenty of philosophical mumbojumbo: past is the present; no, it’s
the future; and that sort of stuff!
Having belonged to a calling that’s
more about getting on with things
– no moaning and groaning; no Lt Gen Asad Durrani (R)
making of wish-lists; and no waiting for Godot or
the lady luck – one nevertheless was not willing to
remain stuck with the past. In fact, I wished the older
generation, nostalgically reminiscing over the good old
days, moved to the old people’s home while they still
could walk. One continues to believe that living in the
past was not a practical proposition, but also found-out
that the shadows of the past could not be shed without
atoning for our sins.
Ever heard of an incorrigible sinner who got away
every time by seeking forgiveness from the Almighty!
Once he was accused of a felony he didn’t commit –
and naively prayed for Justice. In all fairness, he had to
be hanged for all his past crimes. And then some of us
might have seen a classic John Wayne Western! They
always taught us a thing or two about the wild west;
even about the wider world. After he was diagnosed
with a terminal disease, the only prescription to save
his soul prescribed by his wise old doctor – James
Stuart, who else! – was to do something good before
he died. Naturally, JW had to go cleanse the world of
some bad hats.
I was reminded of these stories when Salman Taseer
was assassinated. It was probably the first act of public
good he ever did. Aasia Bibi was wrongly charged of
blasphemy – and, as the provincial chief he sacrificed
his life to save hers. Right now, there is another chief
who having violated some sacred norms is under
the cleavers – simple because he was trying to make
amends.
The political engineering that plonked Imran Khan
on the throne of Islamabad was masterminded by the
incumbent Army Chief. If that was a culpable offense,
I could not adjudge; but when an army chief seeks or
gets extension in his office, it violates an institutional
norm. He not only deprives the next deserving general
6

of his turn, but also has his status diminished in the
eyes of his command. In the wake of the latest regime
change in Pakistan, the tirade that Bajwa is facing both
from in-and-outside the sacred temple, is because he
ultimately decided to play by the rules.
Of course, one is aware of the paradox. An umpire was
neutral only if he ignored your no-balls – and, If an SOB
was your SOB, he was legitimate. That in any case has
been the working principle of a people who invented
both cricket and parliamentary democracy. A fine piece
of rascality is how a famous swindle in our region was
described by their colonial agent, but then the nature
took its own course and his military commander
conceded that he had sinned. And therefore, while IK’s
camp followers were understandably upset when the
power brokers went in the neutral gear – what defied
all logic was that those who had often pleaded that the
military remained nonaligned in politics, refused to
concede that this course correction by the GHQ was
what they had always clamoured for.
Some other implications were even more intriguing.
Considering our political culture, creating a broadbased consensus on core national issues has long been
accepted as a critical requirement. The other day as I
tried to brew this old wine in a gun barrel – that despite
its partisan past the Army was the only institution that
could help bring all the relevant stakeholders together
to do the needful – reaction of some on my mailing
list made me pause and ponder. When a lady with
strong military ties remarked that whatever happened
under the khaki umbrella, would have no credibility,
it reminded me of a wiseman who said that whereas
the superpowers may come and go, voice of the people
would always matter.
Then there are developments that seem intractable.
Social media has gone berserk. It’s not only that the
posts were now coming in faster than we could delete
them, but like in a Punjabi axiom, their ferocity could
compete with the shoe-parade of a habitual liar. And
if before the IK led dispensation was shown the door,
lies went around the world five times before the truth
caught up, now it has no chance. All our chickens are
coming home to roost.
It’s now up to us: gloat over the fact that a powerful
actor who was getting too big for its boots has been
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brought crashing down to earth; or think of helping this
institution that’s still believed to be a hapless nation’s
last resort, regain its former sublime status.

strings from behind for the past umpteen years, there
was no way it could be absolved of any responsibility
for the present plight.

A former colleague of mine who was once in the
thinking business, has suggested we have a public
debate over the qualitative transformation that is
afoot. No idea if it has ever been done, or how to go
about it! Still, my tuppence: on occasions like these,
one act that has never failed to work – the boss man
takes responsibility, apologises, and quits. We all get
a breather and the successors a chance to start with as
clean a slate as is possible.

Luckily, the tipping point provides it a window to make
amends – and luckier still; the recipe to turn the tide has
been prescribed from the times immemorial.

THE TIPPING POINT
Ever since I can recall – and that spans over decades
– the narrative of our national woes has not much
changed. One of the more frequently asked questions
therefore is: when’re we going to do something about
it? Answers have generally followed the following
lines: as soon as we get the right people at the helm;
after we have run out of all other options; we first may
have to hit the rock-bottom before a phoenix rises from
the ashes; or, when we have reached the tipping point.
Finding the right people has been only one part of the
problem – getting them on the steering wheel, the more
important other. What Options were still to be exhausted
before left with just the right one; no one knows. And
what if the pit was bottomless and the poor phoenix
didn’t get a chance! A tipping point, however, is like
pornography that cannot be defined, but would be seen
when it arrives.
If important organs of the state were paralysed; the civil
society had developed serious schisms; the economic
prospects looked dismal; political adversaries were
refusing to take any prisoners – only deserters; talking
past the opponent was the best way to survive a war of
words; and the institution once considered to be a nation’s
last resort was perceived as the main culprit, also by a
few from inside – one could reasonably assume that the
defining moment was now knocking at the door. In the
wake of the events that rocked our political landscape
in March this year, when one overheard the tremors of
discontent from within the uniformed folds, one knew
that the paradigm had changed. Noises made by those,
no longer wearing liveries but still stuck in there, were
indeed deafening. I think it served the institution right.
If the Army has ruled the country upfront or pulled the

Taking the government to the people’s doorsteps
was always conceded as the basic brick of a sound
administration and the sine qua non for a vibrant
society. The top brass in every concern scuttled the
devolution of power to protect its monopoly. Similarly,
all efforts to bring about fiscal discipline or rationalise
the government structure were frustrated by the vested
interest. Then, it’s no secret that any political reforms
would sound the death knell for the mafias that rule
the country. And, we all know that the primary factor
that prevents a fair and just economic activity is our
oligarchic structure. That the threat of blackmail deters
any meaningful reform should thus be no surprise.
How to overcome these stumbling blocks has
conceptually been a simple affair: get all the stakeholders
on board. It was even attempted – believe it or not –
most seriously by a military ruler. All that Musharraf
wanted to do was subverted by the beneficiaries of
the status quo, or crashed on the rocks of his personal
ambitions. May he live long; if for no other reason than
to write a confessional account – and that he actually
never came in the Line of Fire.
Assuming that the present state of affairs will convince
all or most in the corridors of power that the time had
come to drink from the cup of poison; an important
question that still must be addressed is, who will bell
the cat? The chances are that we would ask the Army
to get the herd together – not only because of its clout,
but also in keeping with our native wisdom: tumhe nain
dard dya hay; tumhe dava dena” (you caused the pain;
now help find the relief). Although it has often burnt its
fingers in the Country’s politics, the prospects of finally
doing some good might persuade the Army to pick up
the gauntlet! But even if it did, turning the place around
would be like lana hai jo-e-sheer ka (an uphill task).
To take the first step on a journey of a thousand mile,
it will have to facilitate creation of a supreme council*,
which could bring the main power brokers under its
ambit. This dispensation must also have the wherewithal
to overcome considerable political, administrative, and
7
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legal roadblocks – before it could administer the long
overdue bitter pill. Obviously, that would take some
doing, but getting a binding agreement on policies and
their implementation would be a far tougher call.
To start with, there would be resistance by the usual
suspects who would habitually argue that the situation
was not grave enough to warrant any drastic steps.
Creating consensus on some of the radical reforms
would be even more complex. Some may be genuinely
apprehensive; others must struggle to deny credit to the
powers behind this transformation. In keeping with the
good old military principle, the Armed Forces will have
to lead the way by giving up their perks and privileges
– and their immunity. Of course, the civil-political
complex, past-master in marking time, was not likely
to be impressed by these sublime gestures. To bring
them around, besides the Army’s ability to exploit
vulnerabilities in the enemy’s armour, the interim
government would have to prove its credentials. If
the military history was any guide, once there was a
breakthrough on any front, the citadel would start
crumbling.
One only has to remember that if the Hearts & Minds
of the hoi polloi were won over by the example set by
the (now much maligned) Defenders of the Country, a
genuine people-centric tsunami was bound to follow.
Asad Durrani Lt Gen ®
*Political scientists have mulled-over this concept for a
long time. A technocratic government or one of national
unity, and some other stuff, was best left to them.
Lt Gen Muhammad Asad Durrani, Ex DG ISI was founding
Chairman of Thinkers Forum Pakistan, and our first Chairman.

The grand children of Col Shahnawaz visiting the Wall Street
New York
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DEMOCRACY- THY NAME IS
CONFRONTATION
Deprived
of
victory,
many
Pakistani politicians cry foul and
resort to litigations, agitations and
demonstrations. In 2013, the outcome
of the elections was not accepted by
the losers, allegedly on account of
Lt Gen Raza M
Khan (R)
rigging and corruption by the rulers.
This led to a marathon sit-in for protests at Islamabad
that sawmuch violence before ending after 126 Days.
Again, after the 2018elections, the losers rejectedthe
results, on the same grounds, besides blaming state
institutions for being biased in the process. In April
this year, the opposition united and subverted the
loyalties of some ruling party lawmakers, to change
the government through a No-Confidence Vote, but
the move was rejected by the outgoing regime, citing
horse trading and ‘conspiracies’ against it. But such
incidents aren’t restricted to Pakistan, as these werealso
witnessed in the world’s oldest democracy in 2020,
when Donald Trump’s supporters assaulted the U.S.
Capitol to overturn his election defeat. Consequently,
140 policemen were injured while defending the
Capitol and 730 peoplewere charged with crimes.
Back in Pakistan, while hearing a reference seeking
interpretation of Article 63-A, the CJP questioned
why the SC should deal with political matters when
its decisions are criticized (Dawn, Apr 18). This is
indeed an apt remark, as politicians areusually unhappy
with those pronouncements that don’t favor them,
and frequently resort to undue criticism of courtsand
other state institutions due to such outcomes. But
while the courts are cautiously derided for fear of the
consequences of the ‘contempt’ legislation, others
are chided, given pejorative names, falsely blamed
for being prejudiced and even censored for being
apolitical, in accordance with the oath of their office.
Additionally, party supporters, WhatsAppand media
warriors are launched for the most vicious assaults onall
opponents, real or perceived, with no holds barred, to
defame and discredit them and to divert attention from
their own political failures and ill- governance.Thus,
on 25th May, while hearing thecase of violent protests
at Islamabad, the CJP observed: ‘Whatever happened
yesterday has shaken the SC’s trust in political parties’
(The News, 26 May).The acute political polarization
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we face today isn’t restricted to beliefs that the other
side is wrong; partisans now seeall rivals as malevolent
and immoral forces.The most worrying aspects are
blame-shifting tactics for political losses rather than
taking responsibility, introspection and self–audits.
This leads to a vicious cycle, whereby the language
used to galvanize one side, directly demonizes the other.
Further, partisanship and patriotism are equated, as
each side claims that the other will destroy the nation if
they achieve power. This is how democracies fall apart
and it has happened many times in Pakistan previously,
when political problems couldn’t be remedied and the
people started looking towards the judiciary and the
armed forces to intervene and rescue the situation. So
how can democracy be saved, sometimes from its own
custodians?
First; the working of democracy, explained by Iqbal
as ‘a form of government wherein people are counted
not weighed’, must be understood and accepted by
everyone.
Second; unless there is a change in the radical and
poisonous socio-political culture, within the political
parties, democracy shall continue to diminish. This
transformation can be brought only by the voters if they
stand vocally against polarizing and hateful language
and actions and by declaring such behavior unacceptable
by them to their affiliated groups. This can transform
social media into a kinder entity too and while it may
be unable to alter deep seated beliefs, it could control
damage to society and democracy. Removal of fake or
hateful messages, reducing the spread of vilememes
and curbing prejudiced or polarizing speech will also
be needed. Disinformation mustn’t be reiterated even to
debunk it, as it reinforces false perceptions, regardless
of its accuracy and since our minds readily accept
feedback which we like. Further, to prevent the spread
of disinformation, merely provision of facts can correct
distorted views, reduce schisms and extreme prejudice.
Third; Pakistanis may be more divided emotionally
than ideologically, as we debate much less on crucial
and tough decisions on economic policies, job creation,
education, health matters, cost of living and social or
physical security. Holding politicians more accountable
on these objectives and less on their favorite, intangible
slogans and clichés like ‘liberty’ or reincarnation of
‘old’ or ‘new’ Pakistan.

Fourth; emphasizing and accepting disagreement on
policies withinpolitical parties to reduce polarity and
reminding party members of a range of viable, alternate
options for achieving the same objectives.
Fifth; decades of deceptive discourse about legislators
switching loyalties in return for financial benefits or
other personal incentives, shows how politics has been
hollowed from within. We must collectively condemn,
eliminate and delegitimize this trend or else democracy
could morph into a façade or crumble altogether.
Sixth; measures contained in the Pakistan Electronic
Crimes Act (PECA) Amendment Ordinance and
Amendmentto Section 500 of the Pakistan Penal Code,
making defamation offences cognizable against in
situations (in addition to individuals) must be urgently
revived. This will ensure that rights of freedom of
expression are used, subject to law, public morality
andsocietal ethoslike honesty, truthfulness and
moderation.
Seventh; if political differences can’t be fixed by the
politicians themselves, the people, academia, media
and civil society must intervene and prod the leaders to
reject political extremism in all its manifestations. We
must demand display of civility, tolerance and empathy
as part of democracy and strive for transforming our
political paradigm into an honest, accommodative,
amiable and peaceful phenomenon.
Finally; Only through EVM voting, not for party
affiliations, ethnic grouping, clan identities, feudal
and media influences or other cleavages, but for
better policies, candidates with good reputation and
governing competence, could democracy develop
and be moderated. Sans such a revolution, the goals
of politico-economic stability will remain elusive and
Churchill’s warning that “The best argument against
democracy will be a five-minute conversation with the
average voter,” will keep getting validated.
The Author is the Former President of NDU.
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TFP in Service of Sick

YASIN MALIK
To Die for the Motherland
For in the sleep of Death
What Dreams may come
As the rest is Silence
The Chronicles of Kashmir
which cradles high in
Himalayas.
Emperor Jehangir is reported
to have said soulfully about
Kashmir .
“ If there is paradise on
Earth, it is here, it is here, it is here.”

Sqn Ldr Ghulam Abbas, Secy Fin PKPA receiving
cheque for the monthly refreshment of dialysis patients
from Col Bakhtiar Secy Gen TFP.
It is a monthly exercise, in practice since 2018.

So enamoured was the mighty Mughal with Kashmir
that he is said to have visited it eight times during his
reign .
In 1808, following the Battle of Jammu, the kingdom
was annexed by Ranjit Singh. . Ranjit Singh appointed
a governor to administer the newly conquered area
which was expanded in 1819 with the annexation of
Kashmir by a Sikh force. That same year, Gulab Singh
took part in the Sikh conquest of Dera Ghazi Khan.
The design to forcibly wrest Kashmir began to unfold
on August 16, 1947, with the announcement of the
Radcliffe Boundary Award, which gave the Gurdaspur
District a majority Muslim area to India to provide
a land route to the Indian armed forces to move into
Kashmir.
The conflict started after the partition of India in 1947
as both India and Pakistan claimed the entirety of the
former princely state of Jammu and Kashmir. It is a
dispute over the region that escalated into three wars
between India and Pakistan and several other armed
skirmishes.
Hundreds of martyrs in the fire of Kashmir , whether
the young Burhan Wani or Syed Ali Shah Geelani
who had been the thorns in the acceptance of political
realities, the right of Kashmiris.

my dear honorable members

TFP Trust presenting a cheque of Rs. 130,000 prior to the
death anniversary of our legendary figure Abdul Sattar
Edhi. TFP in pursuit of Better Pakistan.
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The absence of political engagement to resolve the
Kashmir dispute is setting a new political discourse and
militancy is gaining legitimacy amongst the people who
believe that the world is ignoring the facts of existence
of Human Rights in Kashmir, naming it as terrorism
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acts and criminal conspiracies.
The current verdict of conviction of funding terrorism,
Yasin Malik to life imprisonment.
Justice is Blind but can see through Darkness but the e
reality not an illusion.
The Kashmiri Freedom Fighter Yasin Malik who
applied a voice of Ana Al-Haq and accepts the cup
of poison in the atrocious silence to nail the sense of
freedom though he is a terrorist in their curriculum, as
following the series of blind laws.
The freedom fighter who has been advocating for the
rights of Kashmiris , is being tagged as the separatist
whereas the grave silence of United Nations is
outrageous.

MIND SPORTS CHALLENGE
Our Pakistani Talent

Yousuf Jawwad Bhatti student of class 8 at Beaconhouse
School System, Tipu Sultan Campus won a silver
medal in the Singapore and Asian Schools Mathematics
Olympiad 22 (SASMO). It was held earlier this year and
qualified for the Singapore International Mathematics
Olympiad Challenge (SIMOC). This Championship
was held online on July 22 and International Junior
Mathematics Olympiad (IJMO) to be held in Singapore
on December 22. He has now bagged another accolade
as the results for SIMOC are announced. In the category
of Mind Sports Challenge his team won the bronze
medal. Now he is all geared up and excited to travel to
Singapore and participate in IJMO in December. Best of
luck little fellow.

Yasin Malik is unjustly trialed and imprisoned but the
strong voice of freedom cannot be barred by fabricated
accusations as if one candle is lit, another will be lit as
the enlightenment of liberty is stronger than the unjust
conviction against Yasin Malik , who has resoluted to
vociferate for the rights of his people fairly, which
may pierce the deafening silence of the world related
the atrocious behavior of India against the rights of
Kashmiris.
What must one, then, think of when one thinks of
Kashmir? Is it a stolen land? Or a symptom of HinduMuslim rivalry?
Or a case of cross-border terrorism? Or perhaps a
battleground for two nuclear rivals?

Parc régional de la Rivière-du-Nord
(roughly meaning Regional park by the River North)
French is the official language of Quebec province.

Kashmir is all these and much more. However, there
are some aspects to the muddle that have been ignored
for far too long.
Let’s see how far the agony prevails.

TEDx Speaker, Human Rights
Advocate, Educationist, Author and
a Poet.
Mrs. Huma Kirmani
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LET THERE BE CRICKET
It was Pakistan’s 1977 tour to Australia
that the tale was born to be a folklore.
Majid Khan was a class apart; grace,
majesty and a seeming abandon with a
dismissive flourish. Australia had had
AVM Shahzad Ch
a good measure of him in his previous
tours when he had scored his hundreds with the same
careless abandon despite facing what was then the
world’s best pace attack in Dennis Lillee and Jeff
Thomson. Gentleman to the core, lavishly gifted for
both style and a refined rounding of top education, he
impressed many with his poise including the opposing
teams. Otherwise immaculately dressed on the field,
he wore a beat-up threaded hat – he batted and fielded
in the same hat. No helmets – gentlemen don’t wear
helmets to the crease; these came much later.
In Sydney then Dennis Lillee was on fire; he had
already taken a few wickets but Majid who opened
the innings with Sadiq Mohammad was still around
and had hooked an increasingly frustrated Lillee for a
couple of sixes over the boundary. That is when Lillee
walked up to him and said, “I am going to knock off
that darn hat of yours”. To explain to the uninitiated, a
fast bowler worth his salt would endeavour to make his
delivery rise from a pitch to aim at a batsman’s head.
Lillee could do that and that is what he was threatening
Majid with. Majid offered him the hat if he could as
much as touch it than blow it off with the ball. And this
in a Test match, remember.
Perhaps Majid dispatched Lillee for another one or two
as Lillee aimed to knock Majid’s hat off. Lillee finally
bowled one that rose and disturbed Majid’s hat on
the head; first askew, which then simply dropped off
Majid’s head. What did Majid do? Walked up to Lillee
and presented his hat to him. Lillee bowed and accepted
it. This was then a gentlemen’s game and gentlemen
played it. And if memory serves me right it was turned
into a more formal event after the match when a proper
presentation of the hat was made by Majid to Lillee. It
was also during this tour that the ‘great’ Zaheer Abbas
– may God garnt him health – and Majid Khan together
at the crease, in the first session of a Test blasted off a
healthy over-100 runs partnership in as much time as
12

one took to go through with the morning routine and
breakfast, radio glued to the ear all the while.
Majid Khan was Imran Khan’s inspiration, both
cousins, though now Imran lionises his other Cricketing
cousin, Javed Burki, in comparison. But belonging to
the same family, living together in the same vicinity,
only meant they were feeding off each other on their
respective paths to greatness. Majid was a known
walker; he would walk off if he knew he was out even
before the umpire had judged him so – an honourable
thing. He never smirked, squirmed or agitated even
when he thought that he was wrongly given out by the
umpire - no shaking off the head, no pointing at the bat,
no essaying his leg position to suggest he was not in
line for a LBW decision. He would simply walk away;
that was the spirit that gentlemen of the game had long
ordained – you took the wrong in stride. He was an
ardent adherer of ethics, an epitome of fair-play and
grace and collectively added to the spirit of the game.
He was a fearless and courageous batsman but also a
mentor to millions of the character that games endowed
humans on the Cricketing fields. Lillee to this day
holds on to the shreds of the hat, now long wasted with
time and displays it prominently among his trophies.
Such are the men who are eulogized in history; men of
character – honesty, integrity and grace.
That brings me to the umpires. Neutral umpires came
into the game of Cricket in the 1990s courtesy a
campaign by Imran Khan. Before then it was always
the home team whose umpires officiated in a match.
This rule applied from the local club to the highest
form in a Test match and none agitated even when he
felt aggrieved by a partial decision. You were taught
to respect the umpire and honour his decision even if
he seemed biased or patently wrong. At schools and
clubs teachers or the coaches officiated as umpires and
based on how one had gone along in the class with the
teachers or at the club with the coaches one could be
given out the moment anything brushed past the pad
regardless of where the leg was. Or if one was in the
good books and went along well with an umpire you
were sure to find reprieve. But when told you walked
off to grind on. That was the spirit of the game.
This was a classic lesson in character building. When
you appoint an arbitrator – courts and commissions,
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judicial or others including ones dealing with elections,
or the ‘umpires’ – you walk off even if seething,
agitated, wronged and immensely angry. You don’t
dig the pitch to stop the game. You learn to contain the
sentiment. You don’t abuse the umpires or take them
on for the wrong you feel was done to you. You uphold
the ethos and the spirit of the game. Cricket must live.
That’s character; that’s the nature of the game.
Don’t get me wrong. I know how IK feels but this is
what the ‘playing fields of Eton’ have inculcated their
wards with – character and its ability to show through
adversity. Sometime one must judge and quickly – the
more you delay greater is the muddle and murkier the
circumstances. What could have been neat and clean
embroils you in the dirt. A lone warrior is hounded
always by a pack of hyenas. They never contest you
alone; they will gather their ilk and first isolate you,
harangue, and then make you helpless. There is a
moment when you must recognize the hyenas will have
the upper edge – for that moment, never in perpetuity –
it is time then to deny them their lone purpose to injure
and make you writhe in anguish and pain and hurt you
by their heinousness. Walk off. Deny them their dirty
moment. Why mix with the hyenas. This is for IK the
man, not the politician. It is at moments such as these
that men turn into legends.
Politics may be war but a war with rules just as sports
is a contest with rules. Just that the stakes are higher
and you are dealing with the sublime. The need for
innate ethics and character is thus far greater than any
sporting contest. Here you have the keys to the treasury
and the power to express yourself. You also shape the
society. What bigger purpose may a man find than this.
Just as the rise is stupendous the fall is even greater and
hurtful. But this is what sport, especially Cricket, trains
you for – hold head high, walk off and be ready for
the next one. We don’t dig the pitch nor take the house
down. There will be another innings. The game must go
on. Let there be Cricket.
My editor on these pages beat me to this theme with
his brilliant article of June 28,2022 in this space. I still
dared to venture on with the hope that this too may be
worthy. We agreed to let the readers decide.
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PAKISTAN RUSSIA NEW
PROSPECTS FOR ENHANCING
TRADE

To maintain independent and pragmatic
foreign policies it is highly important
for Pakistan that it must focus on
economic stability, financial strength
and self-reliance. Pakistan’s trade and
Dr. Syed Mehboob
economy depend mostly on America
and Europe which now needs to be diversified. Pakistan
now has to explore new markets for its exports and
expand its exporting items range. In this perspective
it is very important for Pakistan to focus on enhancing
very good economic relations with Russia. Pakistan’s
focus should be TRADE and NOT AID. Russia can
help Pakistan in technology transfer by educating and
training its youth which is 60% of its population in
technical and emerging fields. Without strong technical
and scientific base Pakistan cannot be developed and
prosper.
It is a good news for Pakistanis specially for business
communities that there is a great interest and sense
among Russian leadership to develop strong economic
and trade ties with Pakistan and recently it has sent a
four years 2022-2025 road map for development of
trade and economic cooperation including increase in
bilateral trade turn over. Newly elected Prime Minister
of Pakistan Shehbaz Sharif himself has a background of
a successful businessman and entrepreneur and served
as elected president of Lahore Chamber of Commerce
in 1985. He is famous for his speedy development
projects in Punjab while he was Chief Minster.He was
elected as the Chief Minister of Punjab for the first time
and was sworn in as 13th Chief Minister of Punjab on
20 February 1997 and again from 2008 to 2013 and
third time 2013 to 2018. So he knows very well how
important is economic development for Pakistan. He
indicated that work on CPEC would get momentum and
we hope that we would also focus to include Russia in
CPEC and a strong partner of Pakistan in its economic
14

development and trade relations.
The said Roadmap given by Russia will definitely
stimulate and enhance economic activities will pave the
way for technology transfer and Russian and Pakistani
companies would join hands to cooperate to enhance
trade ties. It will also enhance awareness among
business communities of both the friendly countries
about the opportunities and potential to enhance bilateral
trade and investment. Industrial sector considering
possibilities of supplies of assembled vehicles for
state and private customers and implementation of the
vehicle assembly project in Pakistan, Russian company
Ulyanovsky Automobilny Zavod LLC (UAZ LLC)
has shown interest in establishing a plant. Supplies of
utility equipment, transportation management digital
solutions, possibility of supplies of railway engineering
products, possibility of supplies of un-interrupted
power system, as well as, other converting equipment
are an offer from Russia.
In the field of aviation industry with Pakistan ,
consideration of possibility of supplies and air space
control, surveillance and communication systems,
weather radars, M/S Almaz Antey JSC and Pakistan’s
Civil Aviation Authority ( CAA) to cooperate with each
other. Another sector where there is a great potential
is Pharmaceutical products. Promotion of the products
of Russian company OZON Pharmaceuticals LLC,
supplies of Russian medicines registration process
of DNA human insulin Rosinsulin in Pakistan and
assistance in organizing an inspection by a specialized
agency is on the cards. Russian organization Zovid
Medsintz and DRAP will cooperate with each other in
this field. Chemical Industry is another sector where
chemical products are also part of this road map. Both
countries have great potential to cooperate in the oil
and gas sector, extraction of other mineral resources,
pipeline construction, and related infrastructure. Both
sides will extend cooperation in offshore projects of
Pakistan as well as outside Pakistan. Joint projects
in natural gas pipeline construction, Pakistan Stream
(Karachi-Lahore) natural gas pipeline project Gwadar
Nawabshah etc. OGDCL and Mari Petroleum
Company Limited (MGPCL) from Pakistani side to
cooperate with Russian Oil and gas companies. For
logistics and procurement of large scale infra-structure
projects in Pakistan, Russia Gazprom’s subsidiary
Neft-Snabzheniye LLC and Pakistani companies will
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cooperate with each other. Russian company Zaruber
hneft JSC and Pakistani company MPCL will cooperate
in the implementation of joint projects for development
of oil and gas fields in Pakistan and in third country.
Rosgeo will undertake analysis of Pakistan mineral
resources sector identify possible area of cooperation
investment. Both sides will cooperate in expanding
Pakistan mineral mining and processing business.
Pakistan Petroleum Limited (PPL) through subsidiary
Bolan Mining Enterprise (BME) and Russian mining
companies will engage with each other. For LNG
supplies to Pakistan Company PJSC NOVATCK
will interact with Pakistan LNG Limited (PLL) and
Pakistan State Oil (PSO). Russian side will invest in
setting up refineries, Virtual LNG pipelines, onshore
storage of LNG, strategic oil storage and strategic gas
storage (underground storage in continuation of the
Pakistan Stream Project). Russian company Gazprom
EP international B.V will provide system of production
facilities monitoring (SPFM) software for oil and gas
field production facilities to Pakistan.
Pakistan and Russia relations are vital for the progress,
prosperity, peace and development in the region.
Pakistan needs Russian support in education, technical
fields, energy, human development, tourism promotion
as well as in defence. Pakistan sacrificed a lot in its
fight against terrorism, extremism and hate mongers.
It needs global support especially foreign investment
to enhance its economic capability to generate
employment for youth who are around sixty percent
of its population. Both Pakistan and Russia missed
excellent trade relations opportunities in the past and
a huge mistrust was present between the two countries
for decades. A lot of water has been passed under the
bridge and there is a great sense present on both sides
to forget past and look towards new realities and try
to avail opportunities. Analysts find immense warmth
towards this need and both sides are trying to develop
long term relations and investment which is in the
larger interest of people of both the countries. Strong
bilateral trade between Pakistan and Russia and larger
cooperation in other areas is the need of time and is vital
for the prosperity and integrity in the region. Current
trade volume is far below than its potential. Serious
efforts are required to enhance bilateral trade volume
up to US$ 4 billion within couple of years.
Russia has long history of bilateral attitudes towards

supply of services and transfer of technology to
developing countries. There is dire need to boost trade
and identify implementing blocks on the side of nontariff barriers, technical barriers in the way of bilateral
trade. It could be foreseen in the new developments that
there could be a big share for the Russian federation
in the mining and manufacturing of coal based power
generation. Last several years witnessed substantial
expansion of contacts between boththe countries; both
at high and people to people levels. The current positive
trends give two countries and people the opportunity
to better understand each other to exploit the existent
potential for mutual benefits.
Russia is the largest country in the world by area,
covering more than one eighth of the world’s land
area, it is 9th most populous country with over 150
million people. Its capital Moscow is the largest city
in the world. The Russian economy ranks as the 12th
largest economy by nominal GDP, and sixth largest by
purchasing power parity. Russia’s extensive mineral
and energy resources are the largest such reserves in the
world, making it one of the world’s leading producer of
oil, and natural gas globally. The country is one of the
five recognized nuclear weapon states, is a permanent
member of UN Security Council enjoying veto power
status.
Russia is a great power as well as a regional power and
has been characterized as a potential super power. It
is member of G20, The Council of Europe, The Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation, and World Trade
Organization. It is also one of the five members of
Eurasian Economic Union.
Russia is a great power as well as a regional power and
has been characterized as a potential super power. It
is member of G20, The Council of Europe, The Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation, and World Trade
Organization. It is also one of the five members of
Eurasian Economic Union. The recent Russian display
of interest in joining the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) guarantee that Russia is ready for a
long-term engagement with Pakistan. Pakistan on the
other hand is ready to welcome any regional country
including Russia to become a part of CPEC project and
reap the fruits of this game changing Endeavour which
would not only help change the destiny of regional
states, but also aid in complementing international
15
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trade and cooperation around the world. Apart from that, Pakistan, after analyzing the results of the first joint
exercises and finding them to be very successful, sent a request to the Russian Defense Ministry with a proposal
to coordinate a plan of events for 2017, which will include a series of joint exercises, exchange of observers
and visits of high-ranking officials. The world is witnessing a new dawn in Pakistan-Russia relations. Ignoring
Pakistan is no longer an option for Russia. Pakistan is a nuclear power, an emerging economy with a population
larger than that of Russia. It can prove to be a good strategic partner in South Asia and provide easy and affordable
access to the warm waters of the south (an access Russia has always desired). Pakistan and Russia share security
interests of similar nature. Both the states share multiple bilateral and multilateral forums where they voice their
concerns. For above mentioned reasons it is imperative for Pakistan and Russia to work in closer cooperation.
But despite their will and desire to build better relations, there are obstacles to closer cooperation and Pakistan
should be well cognizant of them. In the realm of international relations, there are no permanent friends and no
permanent foes and for this reason Pakistan should work towards building good relations with Russia but Pakistan
should also remain aware of political and geostrategic limitations of Russia. Pakistan should remain optimistic
about improving Pak-Russian relations but should not over-estimate the amicable gestures by Russia. Pakistani
and Russian security interests are increasingly intertwined, so Moscow cannot afford to ignore Pakistan. Both
states should work in close cooperation to address newly emerging threats in the region.
ECONOMY
GDP (PPP) :			
$ 3.862 trillion
GDP (official exchange rate)
$1.283 trillion
GDP per capita			
$ 26,900
Exports				$ 286.9 billion
Export partners			
china 10.6% , Netherland 10.3% , Turkey 5%,
					Italy 4.4%, Belarus 4.3%
Imports				$191.6 billion
Trade Statistics with Pakistan
Year

Exports

Imports

Total
volume

Balance of
Total
% share in
Trade US$ export of Pakistani
mn
Pakistan$
exports
billion
139.0
20.534
1.3

Total
import of
Pakistan
$ bn
46.998

% share in
Pakistani
imports

2016

272.0

133.0

405.0

2017

280.0

261.0

541.0

19.0

21.91

1.3

57.518

0.5

2018

313.0

418.9

732.4

(105.3)

23.77

1.3

60.391

0.3

2019

370.3

168.7

539.0

(201.6)

23.81

1.6

50.511

0.3

2020

292.8

496.8

789.6

(204.0)

21.99

1.3

45.89

1.1

0.3

Source: SBP, BPS

Dr. Syed Mehboob is Ex Director Research Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ex Research Officer Employer
Federation of Pakistan, Ex Coordinator Research and Development Gul Ahmed Textile Mills, Author of eight books, so
far more one thousand columns, reports have been published, Currently serving at Ambassador as Researcher editor “The
Ambassador” Pakistan’s first diplomatic magazine.
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CONTEXTUALISING COMMONALITIES BETWEEN SOUTH KOREA AND
PAKISTAN TO DRAW RELEVANT LESSONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PAKISTAN
South Korea is an East Asian country encompassing an area of 100,210 sq. km is geo-politically
located on Southern half Korean peninsula having 3,358 islands in south including Jeju Island.
It is considered as an island nation as its only land link is with its arch nuclear rival; North
Korea In its north. It is bounded by Yellow Sea, Sea of Japan and East China in ease, west and
south respectively. South Korea is between regional powers like China, Russia and Japan that
are already asserting to influence the global and regional politico-economic mosaic which has
Dr. Hassan Y. Malik
transformed South Korea in to economic-military battle ground primarily between Washington
and Beijing. It is pertinent to comprehend that Pakistan being a geo-political maneuver space between China,
Central Asia, Europe and Africa has also suffered the scars of Cold War and is still sacrificing between Washington
and Beijing. It is pertinent to understand that unlike South Korea, Pakistan could not maintain the balance to find
the opportunities out of the battle grounds. While being involved in the wars of others Islamabad had to assert
much more for continuality of its policies thus could not capitalize its geo-political maneuver space hence it will
be vital for Islamabad to accrue benefits from China and US.
South Korean security concerns are primarily based on North Korean nuclear and ballistic missile developments.
Apart from these concerns there are maritime security challenges for Republic of Korea (ROK). ROK is practically
an island having 2,400 kms long coastline with fifty percent of its trade conducted through sea hence compelling
ROK to safe guard its sea lines of communications (SLOCs). South Korean maritime dispute with North Korea in
the Yellow Sea is Northern Limit Line which was drawn after Korean War armistice. North Korea insisted on 12
NM deep territorial seas while ROK maintains it only to be 3 NM.
Riddle of Beijing and Seoul relations is getting complex as Seoul’s trade with Beijing only is more than its
combined trade with the United States and Japan. Nevertheless, Seoul is wary of Chinese any maritime clash,
particularly due to unresolved demarcation line along 124-degree east longitude in Yellow Sea. Both countries
declared a 200 NM of Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) that ensued in a significant overlap. ROK maintains
that the boundary should be determined by the median line principle while China argues that the line should be
proportional to Chinese larger population and longer coastline. However despite conflict both have managed
fishing through of temporary measures. Beijing’s increasing naval presence in Yellow Sea is restricting ROK,
that has asserted jurisdiction over Socotra Rock by constructing Ieodo Ocean Research Station. However Beijing
considers it illegal as the reef falls within their disputed EEZ.
ROK-Japan relations are at their lowest point in years due to maritime dispute over a group of islets, including
Liancourt, Ieodo, Parangdo and Suyan Rocks. It is imperative to note that despite multi-dimensional conflicts
ROK is maintaining impressive trade and economic relations with Japan due to a merited and sincere hedging
policy, which should also be followed by Islamabad to strengthen its economy by balancing its relations with
China and US.
Despite its trade dependency on Beijing, Seoul has joined NATO’s Cyber Defence Group in May 2022 and has
also attended NATO Summit in Madrid from 28th to 30th June2022. ROK has also ventured to be part of US led
anti-China Indo Pacific Economic Forum on 23 May 2022. All such diplomatic advancements aim at expanding
engagement between Seoul and QUAD nations against Beijing. In pursuance to its New North Policy Seoul is
concentrating on China, Russia and Central Asian Republics to advance its diplo-economic interests. Emerging
defence relations with India and US once USA has already deployed 28,000 troops and much US desired Jeju
Civilian-Military Complex Port has already been operational since 26 Feb 2016;ROK has adopted a New South
Policy to add India in to its ASEAN allies. Hence it is vital for Islamabad also to enhance and deepen its diplomatic
influence pragmatically, sincerely and continuously despite its diplo-economic limitations.
17
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(Jeju Island)
With foreign reserves of 446 billion USD and China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan and Vietnam as major trade
partners, ROK’s economic freedom score is 74.6makes
its economy 19th freest in the 2022 Index and is ranked
5th among 39 countries in the Asia–Pacific region.
Its industry mainly includes electronics, automobiles,
telecommunications, shipbuilding, and chemicals, steel.
During 2020, ROK’s exported of machines, chemical
products, instruments worth 97.7 billion USD and
imported integrated circuits, broadcasting equipment
and computers worth 110 billion USD. During same
year, ROK exported transportation equipment, chemical
products and metals worth 736 million USD to Pakistan
and imported textiles, mineral products and foodstuffs
worth 192.6 million USD from Pakistan.
South Korea and Pakistan have joined hands in ventures
such as Kia and Hyundai vehicles as well as Samsung
mobile phones. In hydropower sector, two plants are
already operating and providing electricity in Pakistan
and four projects worth 3 billion USD are under way in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Azad Jammu and Kashmir.
Economic Development Cooperation Fund (EDCF)
has provided a loan worth 500 million USD for road
construction and IT centers in Islamabad and Karachi.
However from 2022 onwards EDCF loan to Pakistan
will be increased to 1 billion USD for five years hence
enhancing cooperation in infra-business networking. It
is imperative that with just 10 billion USD as foreign
reserves Islamabad should convince Seoul to make
investments in its Special Economic Zones.
Considering the geo-political commonalities and
Pakistan’s need to improve its dipo-economic facets
it imperative to sincerely adopt the politico-economic
18

policies of ROK as despite its regional conflicts,
extra regional pressures and limitations ROK is
advancing its diplomatic relations and economy. While
considering the facet of aging population in ROK
which has transformed it in to a Super Aged Society
with approximately 20 per cent of population above
65 years of age Islamabad should prepare skilled work
force for provision ROK. Islamabad should also offer
Buddhist Tourism packages to Korean nationals for
visit of Ghandhara Civilization with a view to vitalize
people to people diplomacy. Korean pop music is
getting popular among Pakistanis hence a thoughtful
and a continuous cultural exchange program may be
implemented. Finally Islamabad should implement
unprecedented ease of doing business policies to attract
FDI. Pakistan and ROK can also collaborate to fight the
menace of terrorism.

My dear honourable and learned members.
Asalam u Alaikum,
Ms. Tehmina Waheed was one of our AMS
beneficiary. She was selected after her matric.
ACM Kaleem Saadat, our Chairman then
started paying for her scholarship. Till 2015 i
was at UET Taxila, she lived at Wah. Today
she came to show me her Degree of MSc
Psychology from University of Wah.
She was served with cash award.
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UNPREDICTABLE PUNJAB
ELECTION RESULTS JULY 22:

FLIP-FLOP DRAMATIC POLITICAL SITUATION.

Punjab by-election on July 22 conducted over 20 seats
with the turnout of almost 45%
voters. Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf
(PTI) won 15 seats, Pakistan Muslim
League (PML-N) 4 seats, and 1 by
independent respectively. PTI had
188 seats including 10 from Pakistan
Muslim League-Q (PML-Q), and
Dr. Saira Asad
PML-N achieved 179 seats out of 369
at the Punjab Assembly. A flip-flop dramatic situation
was observed when a letter from PML-Q’s President,
Shujaat Hussain was claimed to be written and declared
authentic by the Punjab Assembly’s Deputy Speaker
Dost Mohammad Mazari where Shujaat Hussain’s
instructions were declared after the voting not to be with
PTI. Thus, 176 votes were declared for the seat of Chief
Minister candidate Pervaiz Elahi by minimizing 10
votes. The decision turned the tables in favor of Hamza
Shahbaz who took oath as Chief Minister (CM) the
next day early in the morning. Later on, the honorable
bench of the Supreme Court including Chief Justice
of Pakistan Justice Umar Ata Bandial, Justice Ahsan,
and Justice Munib Akhtar declared Hamza Shahbaz’s
selection as CM null and void, and Pervaiz Elahi was
ordered to resume the functioning of CM office on the
immediate basis.
The ousted government of PTI swept the election by
unpredictable results. Presently, Pakistan is facing
a challenging economic imbalance, and political
upheavals are blowing the fire. The political parties’
ideological differences by raising voices against each
other affect their reputation. The personal attacks and
language issues are observed on political grounds that
are affecting not only each other but creating a repute
at the international level. It seems to be a fight of
gaining power by using all means of tactics. Pakistan
Democratic Movement’s (PDM) disapproval of the
honorable Supreme Court’s bench was quite obvious
after their press conference by boycotting the court’s
proceedings. After a flip-flop political situation, the
new PTI government in Punjab has started functioning.
PTI has raised their concerns over the role of the
Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) and demanded

to hold fair and free upcoming General Elections under
a credible ECP. Their demand for an early decision of
elections as this is the only way to lead to the prosperous
and economic stability of the country. At the economic
crunch, there is a need for an amicable solution with
political stability as political stability will give a solid
foundation to work on the imbalances.
According to the government Economic Survey,
Pakistan has shown an increased growth rate of 5.6%
and 6% respectively in the last two years. The steps
from the previous government are appreciated, and we
all would like to see a prosperous Pakistan as no doubt,
in every government, the projects and deliverances
were there. There is a requirement and actual need to
realize and take good care of all implementations from
time to time instead of abandoning them. It’s a great
financial loss. Every government needed to be vigilant,
careful, and sympathetic enough towards the country.
As brick by brick makes a building, why take out bricks
from in between as seems to make it collapse for one’s
satisfaction and win over each other.
Another step in this regard is observed when the
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting demanded
1 Billion rupees to hold the upcoming 14th August
celebrations. At this phase of economic crunch,
how such a large amount can even be thought of
for celebrations. It is recommended to hold simple
ceremonies at the President's house and Governor's
houses in each province. Every penny has to be spent
with great responsibility at this hour when Pakistan
is trying its level best to meet International Monetary
Fund (IMF) demands.
However, Pakistan’s inflation has raised to 21.3% since
June which shows the macroeconomic imbalances’
challenges. The political upheavals forced the
government to make a tough decisions such as ending
subsidies and raising taxes. Furthermore, food prices,
rising utility costs, and a potential raise in interest rates
will surely slow down industrial activity with time in
the country. Pakistan is facing a $6.4billion debt and the
recent steps of going to IMF is tried to get the bailout
package. According to a Bloomberg report, the rupee
dropped out almost by 8% in the last single month.
However, by the implementation of strict conditions
of IMF, it is tried to achieve such as; reducing the
budget deficit, improving banking and tax legislation,
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strengthening the social safety net for poor households, reducing the foreign exchange market by the federal bank,
and electricity subsidies. The common citizen is under a huge burden, and the result of Punjab by-elections can be
associated with the economic crisis. The political imbalances and inflation is being considered the main factors in
the PTI elections’ win, other than this the social media campaigns and young voters are other factors in flip flop
dramatic result. The upcoming months seem to be turbulent for the country, and eyes on General elections that are
strongly and favorably suggested by the majority to be conducted this year to stabilize the economic conditions
of the country.
Dr. Saira Asad is a Ph.D. from Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM), Johar, Malaysia. She is a columnist,
researcher, and visiting faculty member of Riphah International University (Media Sciences department), Islamabad.

CHINA
As an Egyptian, I have been studying China intensely for the past year - its government, society,
history, and transformation.
I’ve spoken to hundreds of Chinese and China-haters and heard everything they had to say.
By now, I’ve learned roughly as much about China as anyone can learn without knowing the
language or living in the country, and I’ve reached my conclusion. China attracts a lot of haters,
know-nothings and armchair experts.

Mr. Ismail Bashmori

The truth is that China is the greatest country on the face of the earth. It makes all other countries look insignificant
and contemptible. It is the most brilliant, most industrious, most ambitious, most educated, meritocratic and
technocratic, most modern, sophisticated, and civilised, and best-governed by far.
It is the first nonwhite, non-Western country to reach this status since the 1600s. The determination of this country
is indescribable. Supernatural. There is no force that can stop it from accomplishing anything it wants to do.
Forty years ago, a flush toilet in China was a luxury. Today it has its own Space Station. This is a tiny example of
China’s capabilities.
It doesn’t matter who we are. Egyptians, Syrians, Pakistanis, Indians, Africans, even Americans. Next to the
Chinese, we are pathetic. We can’t do what they do. We would have a mountain, an Everest of changes to make,
and we would whine and bicker and fail at every one of them. China’s story since the 1980s has been one of an
almost divine metamorphosis.
Next to China, the entire Western world from Alaska to New Zealand has stagnated. Next to China, the entire
developing world from Brazil to Madagascar has progressed only at a crawl.
China is the mother of all gargantuan bullet trains. Every day, it manages to create something new and astonishing.
And unlike the United States, unlike the British Empire, unlike the French, Dutch, Germans, Spanish, Portuguese
or any other Western nation that had its turn at being a superpower in the past four centuries, China doesn’t need
to run anybody over or take something from somebody else, to rise majestically.
China is also standing up to the West all by herself. The West can’t believe their few-hundred-year-old global
supremacy is being challenged. They had hoped that the more China developed, the more it would submit to their
influence, interests, and leadership. That didn’t happen. So now, they will do anything possible, short of a nuclear
war, to make China end.
Their goal is to destroy this country. That’s why, although the United States has killed several million people
and turned several regions of the earth into hell-scapes, China is the worst fear of our planet’s Western masters.
They want you to despise and dread a country that’s done nothing to you, that hasn’t invaded anyone, bombed or
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sanctioned anyone, that hasn’t overthrown any foreign
government, or used its military on anything since
1979.

The Global South are simply Western puppets who
submitted long ago. Even the most powerful ones Saudi Arabia, Brazil, India.

become the world’s largest by 2035. That means the
usual, historical bare-minimum of 6 percent is already
overkill. The US can build as many bases as it wants,
slap as many sanctions as it wants, recognize whatever
bogus genocides it wants. That’s what it’s been doing
all along. Has any of it made a difference? China can
adapt to any situation. It took China a mere ten years
to go from being barred by the US Congress from
participating in the “International” Space Station, to
building its own Space Station from zero.

The 1500s-1000s BC were Egypt’s time. Antiquity
belonged to the Greeks and Romans. The 1700s
belonged to France, and the 1800s to Britain. From
1945 to the present, the world has been under American
over lordship. And they call it the Pax Americana but
there isn’t much Pax in it.

See, the US has an $800-billion war budget, 800 military
bases, 13,000 aircraft, 500 warships, 6,000 nukes —
but it doesn’t have what China has: invincible national
resolve. It takes the US about 5 years to renovate a
bridge, and it takes China 43 hours. There’s simply no
competing with that.

There’s plenty of Pax if you’re in Europe or Australia.
But the Middle East? Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria,
Iran and Yemen in the past 20 years. Latin America?
America’s destroyed that part of the world beyond any
hope of recovery. Africa? It’s only been spared because
of disinterest. The US sees Africa as nothing. The
whole West does.

China doesn’t need to be a military superpower or
empire. That was never part of the plan. US troops,
God bless their souls, will continue sitting in their
bases, scratching their balls, costing their government
$800 billion a year to do nothing. Meanwhile, China
will continue to actually develop. That’s the part of the
equation that America totally missed, because it has
barely developed since Reagan’s day. China is a better
place to live today than at any time in its previous 5,000
years; Americans saw their highest standard of living in
the 1960s and those days will never come back.

China is the only major country in the nonwhite,
developing world, to stand up to the West. To look in
the eye when challenged or threatened.

But in the twenty-first century, we are witnessing the rise
of China. We are decades away from China becoming
the greatest power on earth. This will be China’s time,
and there’s nothing anyone can do about it. Attack
China all you want, curse her and monger rumors and
hysteria — but the truth is that none of your accusations
are backed up by evidence. The Western press is under
the thumb of Western governments that want to stay
on top of the world for eternity. And the truth is that
China is not affected by the noise and maneuvers of her
enemies.
For her first thirty years, from 1949 to 1979, China
was basically blockaded and isolated economically and
politically by the West. It didn’t even have a seat in the
UN General Assembly. And it was dirt-poor in those
days, barely a speck of the global economy, and a tiny
fraction of Japan’s or Germany’s GDP — not even able
to prevent famine. And it still didn’t submit to pressure
or take any orders. Why on earth would it do that now?
China will be the next global power. There’s nothing
that can be done about that. The first stage is that its
economy only needs to grow at 4.7 percent per year to

So yes, China will be the next global power, and the
Chinese are vastly superior to US in every way. This
is a fact that everyone can attack but that nobody can
change, like the theory of evolution.
Look at you silly buggers, talking about China like
it’s going to be the next Nazi Germany. Even many
Middle Easterners I know fit in this foolish category.
Did you notice when the US invaded or overthrew the
governments of 20 countries in the past 32 years (my
lifetime)? Did you even know? You think just because
you’re ready to forget all that because of Beyoncé and
Game of Thrones and Snapchat and other US cultural
exports, it didn’t happen.
The US is feeding me _terror_-bytes about Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Tibet, Tiananmen Square, Great Leap
Forward! I don’t see any dead bodies, I can’t show
you one invasion or one example of Chinese regime
change, I can’t even find Hong Kong on a map or tell
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you one factual detail about Tiananmen Square, but the
US State Department and all its media are telling me
CHINA BAD!
Aren’t you at least curious to see what a world with
a nonwhite, non-Western leader might look like, after
400 years? Because God knows that leader won’t be us.
It won’t be Brazil or Africa, or the Middle East or India
or Indonesia or Nigeria or Pakistan. We’re a mess.
Yes, China was a mess too. But we remain a mess
many decades after we achieved independence, and the
Chinese went their own way, disentangled their mess
and created their destiny. We’re not made of what the
Chinese are made of. I see China as hope. Hope that a
colonized, brutalized, primitive and humiliated country,
can rise above its past — refuse to be weak any longer
— rebuild itself from nothing, with iron resolve, and
become too strong to be overrun by the West again!
Hope that a nonwhite, non-Western country can look
deep within itself and find its own solutions to its
problems — proving that (foolishly) trusting the West
to guide us isn’t necessary! Proof that if we can do what
the Chinese did, there will be no limits for us.
Imagine a world where the US, France, Britain,
Australia, are no more important than Uzbekistan or
Paraguay. A world where the World Court might be
headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, the World Bank in
New Delhi, the United Nations in Jakarta, the IMF in
Cairo. A world liberated from the US banking system
and the dollar as its reserve currency, so that Washington
can no longer tell 200 other countries who they can and
can’t trade with.
A world where an American can be tried for war crimes
at Hague, not just an Iraqi or Liberian or Serb. A world
where we don’t hear about a non-Western-made vaccine
and grunt to ourselves: “Oh, it must be poison.” I’m A
world where we don’t have to immigrate to the same
countries that turned ours into hellholes, to work as
sales clerks or taxi drivers, or even if we’re brilliantly
employed — to drain our brains from our homelands
in the best of cases, and use them to reinforce Western
riches and supremacy in exchange for a fat paycheck,
instead of using them to make our own countries semihabitable.
When I hear that China has built its own Space Station,
landed a rover on Mars, ended extreme poverty, built
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the Earth’s biggest city, dam, telescope, 5G network,
highway, air purifier, or whatever the heck it is that will
come tomorrow — I feel the same pride as if I were
Chinese.
It’s not happening for all of us, but it’s happening for
one of us and that’s a start. There’s got to be such a
thing as developing-country nationalism—a common
nationalism for all the countries that were colonised
and plundered, and remain economically and politically
captured by their ex-rulers.
A nationalism for the Global South. We are too divided,
too brainwashed, too fooled and weak—most of us
still worship the countries that destroyed us, are nonWestern on the outside and Western on the inside, are
hating and fearing and buying all the lies about the only
one of us that’s made it, and are leaving our countries
in droves to let them burn while we “make a better life
for ourselves” in the West.
Do you want to live on a Western-dominated Earth for
another 400 years? If you do, keep doing what you’re
doing. But I don’t! You know what’ll happen for all of
us if America’s sick wishes come true and its global loot
does make China collapse? Nothing. Eternal repetition
of the status quo. More enslavement, hijacking of
our resources and weak corrupt governments, neocolonialism, invasion, regime change, sanctions,
MISERY. Haven’t we already seen this? Libya, Cuba,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Belarus, Iraq, Iran, Vietnam,
the Soviet Union. Rest in peace. Even FRANCE and
JAPAN for God’s sake. What does the United States do
when any other country says NO, or simply becomes
too powerful, too good at honest competition?
Japan was a Western-style democracy crawling with
US troops, with a US-authored pacifist constitution
and almost no military and an extremely pro-US
government and populace, and it STILL got crushed
when it looked like it would become the #1 economy
in the 80s. I remember 10-15 years ago, when China
was still relatively poor and impotent, and Bush and
Obama would talk about China as sweetly as swans.
Obama happily had dinner with Xi Jinping in late 2015,
called China a crucial partner of the United States, and
said the US welcomed China’s rise; it was all horse
shit. Today Biden, who was there with Obama in late
2015 as Vice-President, angrily rebukes a reporter who
merely said that Biden and Xi were old friends.
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America has taken off its mask.
China made it, it wasn’t supposed to make it, so now it must die. What a difference 5 years can make. China
went from “crucial partner” to “number one threat.”
We should be helping and supporting China to keep climbing to the top, and giving her some serious solidarity
as she withstands the new Cold War of Western imperialism. It’s been a long few hundred years. China is the first
non-Western country to even come close to reaching a status of ultimate global importance. She is akin to the first
member of an impoverished family to go to university. That is our family of nations.
And when China gets to the top, believe me, it won’t be a repeat of the French, British, or American Empire. Not
a single developing country on earth will be worse-off because of China becoming #1. There will be something
good in this for all of us, so let’s wake up.
Bipolar male 31-year-old Egyptian future academic living in Toronto, Canada. Ex-Muslim. (A)theist depending on mood. Fanatical
about world history, Pharaonism / Egyptian nativist nationalism, and liberation of the Egyptian and Middle Eastern woman. Intense
Sinophile acclaiming China`s beautiful rise. I aggressively fight (1) the mythology and propaganda of American / Western imperialism
and (2) misinformation against China and Middle East. Messages always open. I am not in the pay of any individual, organization, or
government.
My profile photo is anancient wooden sculpture of Isis / Hce Ese / mother goddess of the Egyptians for 3,600 years. If there`s any
divinity I worship, it`s her.

Book Review

(Dr. Hasan Yaser Malik)
Title:		
The Challenge of Reality
Authors:
Nuclear Scientist Sultan Bashir
			
Mahmood, (Sitara-e-Imtiaz)
			
Colonel Bakhtiar Hakeem, Sitara-e			
Imtiaz (Military)
Pages:		
101
Paper Quality:Good with Coloured Pictures
Editions:
First June 2010,z Second March 2022
Publisher:
Darulhikmat International (ISB)
Authors have successfully blended the spirituality and science into an
attractive mosaic of knowledge. The idea behind this potent research
appears to concentrate on and discover the realities hidden in vital questions
on the foundations of systematic and logical testimony of reality. It will
surely help the truth seekers to have an unprejudiced belief in the ultimate
spiritual truth and hence would lead the officious and cognizant observers
to discover more by themselves in the prevalent contemporary secular
environments. As the aims is to find the Q path to true light hence I
must suggest to read ‘Tarikh Ibn-e- Kaseer’ to find the answer of that where does God lives (Subject 26, Page
56). While evaluating the questions that how much one represents to attributes of Allah, I could not understand
the reason of mentioning only 55 attributes of Allah instead of 99. In the end it was impressive to find the
hope encompassing true and practical manifestation of Allah’s attribute of Benevolent Kindness by the authors
wherein they have asked 115 questions so that every-one can ascertain himself and herself as good Muslim.
Reading the first subject “Mystery and Puzzle” which focuses on the phrase “Science without religion is lame,
Religion with science is blind” lead my thoughts to unraveled ‘Harouf-a-Muqatiat’.
The mastery of authors over vocabulary, scheme of idea presentation and their explanations are praise worthy. I
recommended this book to be read by every-one without any restrictions of age, gender and religion.
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"When I came to this World ,
Pakistan was 2 years Old . When I
decided to take up arms to defend
Pakistan , Myself and My people I
was 18 and Pakistan was 20 ! Both
Vibrant and Enthusiastic to rise and
Maj R M Lawrence
shine .
The relationship grew and now I am 73 and Pakistan
is 75 .

Maj R M Lawrence

Dated: 16 Aug 2022

Dated: 16 Aug 2020
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Female - Male

F

M

Bakhtiar

Ninety-nine percent of able bodied ladies cook and spend y percent of their time in

kitchen and cooking. But they do not make leading chef nor teach and write about
cooking.
Ninety-five percent of ladies wash and clean (babies, clothes and house-hold),
spending yy Percent of their time in such activities. But do not develop a diaper, babylotion, detergent, washing machine or a vacuum cleaner.
Ninety percent plus of women folk stay home and spend yyy percent of their time
under a roof. But they do not turn out to be civil engineers, builder, architect, mason
or brick-layers.
Eighty percent of ladies and women folk living in villages and country-side spend
yyyy of their time in grazing, milking and handling cattle-heads. But do not make
veterinary doctors or experts in plant (fodder) husbandry.
y+yy+yyy+yyyy= X time of one half of His mankind is spent in the above four activities.
For she is L% self-centred; since self-centred, she is M% coward and feel insecure
by N%, and consequently O% reactive. L+M+N+O put together, drives away the
personality the desire and urge to enquire and raise the questions. Such a person has
deep and strong desire to be praised, feel safe and stay in comfort zone of yesterday.
Such personalities dare not make a mistake; therefore become less creative, and enjoy
repeating what they already know and were approved off. Such a conduct gives them
assurance of being right again.
Old age, being senior, rising high in paid jobs, and using one’s experience, as the
strongest argument also impede learning and therefore growing. This holds good
irrespective of the gender.
My dear reader whether you are a male or a female, how much of L+M+N+O
comprises your person? Would you like to undertake an exercise in introspect? Have
you ever tried to ‘know yourself ’? Why not do it now, or let someone help you.
O
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